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Exposing & challenging
corporate capture.

WHO WE ARE
Corporate Europe Observatory (CEO) is a
research and campaign group working to
expose and challenge the privileged
access and influence enjoyed by
corporations and their lobby groups in EU
policy making.

In 2018, CEO worked for stricter
EU lobbying rules and more
transparency in decision-making.
We exposed corporate lobbying
that worsens social and economic
inequality, aggravates climate
change, harms the environment,
and puts public health on the line.

WHAT WE DO
Corporate lobbies like to act in secrecy - so we expose what they do,
increase public awareness, and build momentum to curb corporate influence
over EU policy-making by:
Revealing the tactics, financial firepower, privileged access and connections of
corporate lobby actors – and their negative impact on public-interest policy-making.
Exposing revolving door scandals, which see (former) EU politicians joining the private
sector as lobbyists – and vice versa.
Promoting lobbying transparency at the EU level and empowering citizens to partake
in EU politics through petitions, public consultations, citizens’ initiatives.
Highlighting the common dominance of corporate interests in European Commission
advisory groups, which set the direction for many EU policies.
Campaigning for stricter EU lobby regulation, also with our partner the Alliance for
Lobbying Transparency and Ethics Regulation (ALTER-EU, a coalition of more than
200 NGOs and trade unions, in which CEO is involved in the steering committee).
Campaigning with allied NGOs and civil society coalitions against (proposed/ draft) EU
policies skewed in favour of corporate interests.
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“One treaty to rule them all”, namely the
Energy Charter Treaty, which gives companies
the power to halt the energy transition - and
which is now being aggressively extended.

“UnFairBnB ”, or more precisely the lobbying
activities of online rental platforms in Brussels,
which seek to defeat cities’ affordable housing
measures.

“A dangerous distraction: renewable gas”,
exposing the gas industry’s lobby tactics,
networks and financial firepower, and busting
the myths used to promote its product.
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“Accounting for Influence”, and how the Big
Four accounting firms are embedded in EU
policy-making on tax avoidance while selling tax
avoidance schemes to corporate clients.

“Corporate Capture in Europe”, a case study
collection underlining the threat to democracy
posed by excessive corporate influence over
policy-making, across Europe & at the EU level.

“Plastic pressure, plastic promises”, a
three-part investigation into the plastics and
packaging industries’ attempts to blame
consumers for increasing plastic pollution and
to undermine the EU Single-Use Plastics
Strategy at every turn.
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Süddeutsche Zeitung on the double role of 'Big
Four' accounting firms:

SELECTED
ARTICLES

SELECTED
COVERAGE

Libération interview with Olivier Hoedeman
about the world of EU corporate lobbying:

The Guardian about Jonathan Hill’s revolving
door moves:

Handelsblatt zooming in on European Central
Bank President Draghi's membership in banking
lobby group G30:
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France TV Info’s flagship programme Cash
Investigation about lobbying by the plastics and
packaging industries:
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Euronews about AirBnB lobbying in Brussels:
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Aljazeera reporting about EU cities fighting
water privatisation:

Les Echos about the leaked BusinessEurope
climate strategy on 'business as usual':

CNBC reporting ex-EU Commission President
Barroso's revolving door move to Goldman
Sachs:

France 24 about the corporate sponsorship of
UN Climate Conference COP24:
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The New York Times about the EU plans to
ban certain single-use plastic products:

SELECTED
COVERAGE

Le Monde about the ‘innovation principle’:

Westdeutsche Zeitung about e-Privacy:

Pravda looking at the weak reform of ethics
rules for former EU Commissioners:
Spiegel Online on a German MEP’s 2nd jobs:
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FUNDING
WHO FUNDS CEO
We receive donations from individual supporters as well as grants from a number of trusts
and grant-making foundations. Our funding policy rejects funding from the EU, governments,
political parties and corporations in order to maintain the independence of our research.
In 2018, our work received financial support from the following trusts and foundations:

6

450
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6

450

We also receive private donations from individual supporters. Thanks so much
for your contributions, which boost our independence and help us expose and challenge
corporate power. We are particularly grateful for the very generous financial backing of
Ms Karde-Marie Wirtz, who in 2018 supported our work with a total of €44,120.
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To support CEO’s work, you can donate online at corporateeurope.org/donate,
or make a bank transfer. Thanks very much!

